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SUMMARY 

The removal of surface related wave phenomena as water 

surface multiples in the marine case is essential for further 

processing of the data. In this procedure any relevant sub- 

surface information should be maintained. ‘The problem can 

be formulated by means of the Rayleigh reciprocity theorem 

and this leads to an integral equation of the second kind for 

the desired pressure field in the water layer. This integral 

equation has been solved numerically either directly by ma- 

trix inversion or iteratively by the Neumann series solution. 

INTRODUCTION 

The presence of surface related wave phenomena in gee- 

physical data as water-surface multiples in the marine case 

leads to problems in further analysis of the data in inver- 

sion or migration. This removal has to be effected with- 

out changing any relevant subsurface information present in 

the recorded data. Fokkema and Van den Berg (1990) have 

shown that the Rayleigh reciprocity theorem furnishes the 

tool for this removal. In this theorem the interaction of two 

nonindentical states is considered. One state is identified 

with the actual situation, while the other is the desired one: 

the same full elastodynamic geology but without the water 

surface. As a result an integral equation of the second kind 

has been arrived at. This integral equation is solved directly 

by matrix inversion or iteratively by the Neumann series so- 

lution. Synthetic examples show excellent, performance of 

the direct ma.trix inversion method, while the Neumann se- 

ries solution does not converge. 

DESIRED FIELD INTEGRAL EQUATICN 

In the marine case we have the situation as shown in 

Fig. 1. The domain of interest is the half-space D = {Z t 

IF?; --oo < z,?/ < 00, 0 < z < CXJ}. This half-space consists 

of the water layer D,, and the earth geology U,, with bound- 

ary aus. The pressure al the water surface z = 0 is zero and 

the material constants of n,,. are p., and K,,,. As a. source 

a point source of the volume injection type is used (air gun 

or water-gun) and is located at ars. The seismic response, 

the pressure is measured at 2: ‘r below the water surface. 

The analysis is carried in the frequency domain (time factor 

exp( -- iwt)). The pertainiug acoustic field quantities at a re- 

ceiver located at Z” due to a source at ;cs a.re the acoustic 

pressure p(a”(2”) and the particle velocity u(n’rI~,‘). 

SP2.1 

In order to remove the effect of the water surface, l?okkerna 

and Vau den Berg (1990) have a.pplied Rayleigh’s reciprocity 

theorem between this actual situation and a desired situa.- 

Lion where the wat.erlayer extends to z + -oo. In this 

desired state the acoustic pressure is given by p”. This de- 

sired held is written as a superposition of an incident-field 

and a rellected-field constituent according to 

p”(a’$s) ~Z n’(“‘$,s) + $qr’$“) (1) 

Let us drline the spatial Fourier transform with respect to 

the horizontal receiver coordinates as 

i(o, P,s W) 

4 
_~l(z,y,rlE’)exp(iaz+iay)dzdy, (2) 

and with respect to the horizontal source coordinates as 

i(4%P,4 

JJ 
:x2 

z f(~lz’,y~,t’l) exp(--ia&i&J) dz’dy’. (3) --05 
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Fig. 1. The actual marine configuration 
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2 Surface-related multiple elimination 

The inverse of these transforms follow from the standard 

definitions. Then, a second-kind integral equation 

+‘,Y’) + /~~&yle:y’) a(qY) dzdY = +J’,Y’), 

(Z’,Y’) E R2, (4) 

for the desired pressure field 

4%Y) = Pr(&Yl~Ls) (5) 

has been obtained. The kernel K of the integral equation is 

obtained from the inverse Fourier transform of 

and the known function of the integral equation is given by 

b(z,y) = p(r”lz,y,z”) - $(2’qz,y,z~5) 

1 m 

--.I1 4*’ -m 
i’(+#,o) ~a~(,,~,O/r,Y,r”)dadp. (7) 

This known term is the deghosted field. One part of this feld 

is the desired reflected field, while the remainder consists 

of contributions from reflections against the water surface 

z = 0. The latter can only be removed by solving the integral 

equation. The wave field quantity a = p’ has to be solved 

for fixed GE” and variable zs (common-receiver domain). In 

Eq. (7), S denotes the source signature or source wavelet 

related to the volume injection as 

S = -iwp,,,Q. (8) 

Note that the integration variables in the integral equation 

(4) are the horizontal coordinates of the various source lo- 

cations of pr, while the receiver position is fixed (common- 

receiver domain). Further, in the kernel and in the known 

function we have the expression 

where. 

in which c,, = (~,,,n,,,)--. In order to obtain the Fourier : 

transform ~(cc#,z”~~~‘) we need the data for a fxed source 

point a? in many receiver points (common-shot domain). 

Note that the in the first term of the right-hand side of 

Eq. (9) we need a deconvolution of the actual measured data. 

In this paper we asSume that the source wavelet is known. In 

case that z’( is located at the surface z = 0, the expression of 

Eq. (9) does no1 hold and the particle velocity vi(z,Y,Oles) 

has to be measured. This is not applicable in the marine 

case. The special case that both z” and z.’ are located on 

z = 0, which is the land-seismics situation, is dealt with by 

Verschuur et al. (I 988). 

In order to simplify the discussion we write the integral equa- 

tion (4) as an operator equation of the form 

a -1 Ku = (I + K)a = b. (11) 

The kernel of this operator equation is non-singular. There- 

fore we can use any integration rule to replace the integration 

by a discrete summation. This procedure leads to a system 

of linear algebraic equations for the discrete values of the 

desired reflected field a. An alternative way to solve Eq. 

(11) is based on the Neumann series solution, viz. 

a=b-Kb+K(Kb)--.‘.-t(-K)“b I... (12) 

NUMERICAL EXAMPLES 

We first test our scheme for the trivial laterally-invariant 

configuration. We have computed two-dimensional synthetic 

data pertaining to a four-layer model. The source depth zs 

is 7.5 m, while we employed 127 receiver positions at a depth 

2” of 5 m in a split-spread configuration. The receiver spac- 

ing is 12.5 m. We have taken 127 shots with a shot increment 

of 12.5 m. In Fig. 2, the synthetic data of our four-layer 

model are presented. Fig. 2a presents the relevant data in- 

cluding the water surface multiples, while Fig. 2b presents 

the data without these multiples. Fig. 2c shows the results 

of our multiple elimination procedure using the matrix in- 

version method for the solution of the integral equation. We 

observe that the internal multiples are preserved in our re- 

moval procedure. We have implemented the Neumann series 

solution method as well, but no convergent results has been 

detected. 

In order to simulate lateral varying data, we have computed 

two-dimensional synthetic data from a rigid strip of 140 m 

embedded in a semi-infinite waterlayer at a depth of 100 m. 

The computer implementation of the present forward prob- 

lem is based on a conjugate-gradient iterative solution of an 

integral equa.tion over the strip domain (cf. Van den Rerg, 

1984). The source depth zs is 7.5 m, while we employed 

127 receiver positions at a depth Z” of 5 m in a split-spread 

configuration. The receiver spacing is 3.5 m. We have taken 

127 shots with a shot increment of 3.5 m. For the receiver 

location above the midpoint of the strip, these results are 
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Surface-related multiple ellmln8tion 3 

presented in Fig. 3a. The synthetic data from a rigid strip 
a in a water embedding of infinite extent for the name receiver 

position are presented in Fig. 3b. The results of our multiple 

removal procedure ueing matrix inversion are presented in 

Fig. 3c. Note the excellent agreement with the ideal situa- 
tion of Fig. 3b. The diffracted energy from the edges of the 

strip is preserved in our removal procedure. Again, the Neu- 

man series solution of the integral equation did not converge 
in this case. 

In Fig. 4, we present similar results for the receiver locatiou 

above the left-hand edge of the strip. In this case, the phe- 
nomenon of missing data occum. In the common-receiver 
domain we are missing 20 shot traces. This lack of data 

is clearly visible in the linal results of our removal proce- 

dure: in Fig. 4c, we observe an artifact. Note that we have 

not employed any form of spatial filtering to suppress these 
artifacts. 

b 
CONCLUSIONS 

From a proper application of the reciprocity theorem the 

removal of surface related wave phenomena is performed by 

solving an integral equation of the second kind numerically. 

Tbe excellent performance of the rcheme haa been illustrated 

with synthetic examples. It haa been detected that the it- 
erative solution based on a Neumann series expansion doea 

not lead to the desired results. Incomplete data leads to 
artifacts in the data resulting from our removal procedure. 

Future reseach will be concentrated on handling incomplete 
data, as missing first offsets, finite aperture and estimation 

of the wavelet. 
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Fig. 2. Common-receiver gather of the four-layer configura- 
tion; (a) including the water surface; (b) without the water 
surface; (c) results of the removal procedure. 
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4 Surface-related multiple elimination 

Fig. 3. Common-receiver gather of the strip configuration for 
the central-receiver position; (a) including the water surface; 
(b) without the water surface; (c) results of the removal 
procedure. 

Fig. 4. Common-receiver gather of the strip configuration for 
the receiver position above the left-hand edge; (a) including 
the water surface; (b) without the water surface; (c) results 
of the removal procedure. 

a 

b 
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